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Main throuchfare of citv — Khreshchatik

GENERAL INFORMATION. Kiev is the admini-
strative, political, economic and cultural centre of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. It is the seat
of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR, the
aighest legislative body of the republic, and the Coun-
cil of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR, the government
of the republic.

The population of Ukraine’s capital ie 1.1092 NNN

(according to the 1959 census).
The city is situated on the picturesque banks of

the Dnieper and occupies an area of 750 square kilo-
metres.

The wide streets, the stately architectural ensem-
bles, the remarkable parks and forests, forming a
green ring around the city, make Kiev one of the
most beautiful cities of the Soviet 1Tnion



A BIT OF HISTORY. Kiev is one of the oldest cities in the
country, having been founded over 1400 years ago. Its history is
inseparably linked with the rise and development of the three
fraternal nations—theRussian,Ukrainianand Byelorussian.
Thanks to its advantageous geographical position Kiev became
an important handicraft and merchant centre in ancient times,
aniting numerous Slav tribes beginning with the IX century.

Remarkable monuments of the culture of those days have
come down to us — remains of the Golden Gate, the Sofisky
Cathedral, famous for its unique architecture, frescos, mosaics.

The history of Kiev is intimately associated with the heroic
struggle of the Ukrainian people for their social and national

Bird’s eye view of centre of city.



Building of the Council of Ministers -of the Ukrainian SSR.

Monument to the founder of the first socia-
list state in the world, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.

liberation. Of great importance for the development of the city
was the reunion of the Ukraine with Russia, which came at the
end of the war of emancipation fought by the Ukrainian people
in 1648—1654 under the leadership of Bogdan Khmelnitsky.

The victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution in
Russia had a tremendous impact on the development of the
revolutionary movement in the Ukraine and, particularly, in
Kiev. The workers of the “Arsenal Plant in Kiev revolted
on October 29, 1917. This insurrection was the harbinger of
the establishment of government by the toiling masses through-
out the Ukraine.

During the years of Soviet government Kiev was regene-
rated. The plants and factories, having passed into the hands
of the people, were reconstructed and expanded; scores of large
new enterprises sprang up. New branches of industry came
into being, such as the electrical engineering, chemical and
building materials industries.

City Soviet building.
Lenin Street.
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Radvanska (Soviel) Square.

T. G. Shevchenko Boulvard.

T. G. Shevchenko State Order of Lenin University.

Sverdlov Street.

During the Great Patriotic War hard fighting took place near
Kiev at the end of July 1941. Almost two months the Red Army
nits, together with the inhabitants of the city, defended Kiev
against the hitlerite hordes. The hitlerites inflicted great damage
on the city, wrecking over 800 industrial plants and about 6,000
10mes.

In September 1943 fighting began for the liberation of Kiev.
The military operations were directed by Army General
M. F. Vatutin and member of the War Council N. S. Khrushchov.
On November 6, 1943 the capital of the Ukraine was completely
purged of the German fascist invaders.

After its liberation Kiev was entirely covered with ruins.

However, the heroic efforts of the people quickly rehabilitatedthe eity.



Building of the Academy of
Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR.

Nuick-response computing machine A building of the Academy
nf Agricultural Sciences.

INDUSTRIAL CENTRE. RAILWAY
JUNCTION. The capital of the Ukrainian
SSR is a large industrial centre with
diversified industries. The leading branch
of industry is machinery manufacture and
netal-working. Metal-cutting lathes, river
craft, excavators, motor-cycles, various
&lt;inds of instruments and devices are pro-
duced in the city. The largest machinery
manufacturing enterprises are the Lenin
Forge Plant, the Bolshevik, the Gorky
Lathe Plant, the shipyard, etc. Consumer
goods industries are also developed
‘manufacture of footwear, clothing, knitted
zoods, silk and synthetic fabrics), and so
are the food, chemical, wood-working and
other industries.

The capital of the Ukraine is an imnor-

tant railway junction. The city is linked up
by direct railway lines with Moscow,
Leningrad, Kharkov, Lvov, the Caucasus,
the Altai region; by transit lines, with Bu-
dapest, Belgrade, Bucharest, Sophia, Kar-
lovy Vary.

Kiev is also a large river port, and
the hub of many motor highways.

International airlines connect the Kiev
airport with Prague, Bucharest, Buda-
pest, Sophia, Belgrade, Vienna.

The centre of the city is linked up with
the suburbs by an extensive network of
trolley-bus, tram and omnibus lines. The
metropolitan transportation system carries
1.5 million passengers daily. The building
of the first underground line has heen
completed.

Cvclotron.
At the relav and automatics plant Underground railwav station "Khreshchatik*

Palace of Snort
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T. G. Shevchenko State Order of
Lenin Theatre of Opera and Balle

Scene from the opera “Bogdan Khmelnitsky”

EVERY FOURTH PERSON A STU-
DENT. Russian tsarism pursued a severe
policy of national oppression of the Uk-
rainian people, stifling Ukrainian national
culture. In 1913 there were only 60 secon-
dary educational establishments in Kiev;
furthermore, there was not a single state
school with instruction carried on in Ukrai-
nian. More than two-thirds of the city’s
population were illiterate.

Ukrainian culture received extensive op-
portunities for development only after the
victory of the October Revolution. Present-
day Kiev is a city of 100 per cent literacy.

Instruction in educational institutions
is conducted in Ukrainian.

There are 174 eight-, ten- and eleven-
vear schools and 15 boarding schools

working in Kiev, with a total number of
140,000 pupils. In addition, there are 72
evening and correspondence schools for
young workers. There are schools in the
city in which instruction in the senior
classes is conducted in English in all
school subjects.

~~ There are numerous extra-mural educa-

tional establishments in Kiev, such as dist-
rict and city palaces of pioneers, child-
ren’s libraries, athletic schools, technical
stations, excursion and tourist stations,
stations of juvenile naturalists, a child-
ren’s railway, etc.

Children of pre-school age are educated
in kindergartens and nurseries, over 250
roubles being spent annually on each child

State Museum of Ukrainian Art. Zhovtnevy (October) Palace of Culture. Dancing the hopak.

“Kiev” Cinema Theatre.

Chaikovsky State Order of Lenin
Conservatoire
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Kalinin Square’

I. A new Hotel.

2. Apartment houses on Shevchenko Boulevard.



3. "Ukraina‘ Hotel.

1. On Kalinin Square.
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New administrative buildings on Khreshchatik

Kiev is widely known as a very large
centre for training highly skilled personnel.
[here are 18 institutions of higher learning
in the city, in which tens of thousands of
students are enrolled. The twelve depart-
ments of the T. G. Shevchenko University
of Kiev train scientific workers in over
50 specialities. Over 11,000 students are
seing educated at the Kiev Polvtechnical
‘nstitute.

[n 1960 the institutions of higher educa-
lion of the city will graduate about four
‘housand engineers alone. 35.000 Kievites

engaged in production are receiving higher
education at evening and correspondence
divisions of higher educational institutions.

There are also special secondary schools
in Kiev.

Tuition in free of charge in the primary,
secondary and higher schools of the city.

The vast majority of college students
receive state grants.

At present every fourth inhabitant of the
city is studying at school, technicum,
higher educational institution. at extension
courses, etc.



Exhibition of Advanced Methods in the National Economy
of the Ukrainian SSR.

Brest-l.itovske Road

Kievites are very fond of physical culture and
sport. One citizen out of every five is a physical cul-
ture enthusiast. There are dozens of stadiums in Kiev,

including the N. S. Khrushchov stadium with a seat-
ing capacity of 50,000, as well as hundreds of athletic
fields on the grounds of industrial enterprises and
educational institutions. The building of the new
Palace of Sport has been completed. Water sports

Circus on Peremoga (Victory) Square,

stations of athletic associations and enterprises are
located on the banks of the Dnieper.

The citizens of Kiev are proud of their prominent
athletes, many of whom are Olympic champions. Sport
fans of many countries know the Kievites who hold
world titles, such as the gymnasts Larisa Latinina,
Boris Shakhlin, Yury Titov, the wrestlers Volodimir
Sinyavsky, Ivan Bogdan, the track-and-field athletes
Vera Krepkina and Victor Tsibulenko.



THE CITY OF THREE ACADEMIES. Kiev is a
very important scientific centre. In addition to the
establishments of higher education and scores of
research institutes in special branches of science,
here are three academies — the Academy of Sciences
of the Ukrainian SSR, the Ukrainian Agricultural Aca-
lemy, the Academy of Building and Architecture of the
Jkrainian SSR, each having a network of numerous in-
stitutes. New scientific establishments appear in the
sity every year. Within the system of the Academy of
sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, an Electronic Com-
uting Centre and an Institute of Monomer and Poly-
ner Chemistry have recently been opened. and an
atomic reactor has begun to function.

Kiev scientists have won a wide renown for their
researches in electric welding, physics, biology and
in many other branches of science.

CULTURAL TREASURES FOR THE TOILERS.
[he cultural level of the working people of the city is
constantly rising. The city possesses seven permanent
theatres and several folk theatres. The best known
are the T. G. Shevchenko Theatre of Opera and
3allet, the Ivan Franko Ukrainian Dramatic Theatre,
‘he Lesya Ukrainka Russian Dramatic Theatre. There
s also a conservatoire, a philharmonic society, a
;ircus, a radio studio, a television centre.

An active share in the cultural life of the capital
relongs to Ukrainian workers in the arts. There are
320 writers, 600 artists and 100 composers working in
‘he city. The works of many of them are known in the
‘ountries of Europe, Asia, America.

The working people of the city have at their dispo-
sal over 70 trade union clubhouses and houses of cul-
ture, as well as 126 cinema theatres and halls.

Scores of feature, popular science and popular
"echnics films are produced annually by the Kiev film
studios. The planetarium carries on extensive work
on the popularization of science.

Forty newspapers and dozens -of magazines are
published in the city. In addition, many industrial en-
cerprises and educational institutions issue news.

Askold’s Grave.



Volaodimirska Girka (St. Vladimir's Hill)

HEALTH ABOVE ALL. The public health service
has been extensively developed in the city during the
years of Soviet government. The number of medical
institutions is increasing from year to year, while the
incidence of disease is decreasing.

There are 26,000 physicians and nurses working
in Kiev at present.

Besides the great number of city hospitals, poly-
clinics and dispensaries, large plants and educational
institutions have their own medical service establish-
ments. Disease prevention is being carried on exten-
sively. Citizens suffering from grave illinesses are
kept under out-patient observation by the state medi-
cal service

Monument Museum of Kiev
Decher&lt;k : aura



Monument to the revolutionary noel
~ + Shevchenko

Monument to General M. F. Vatutin, Hero of Gre.
Datriotic War

Monument of Fternal Glory.

All forms of medical aid — physician’s
consultation, various examinations, treat-
ments, surgical operations, etc.— are pro-
vided at state expense. During periods of
temporary incapacity due to disease, each
working person receives sick benefit pay
varying from 50 to 90 per cent of his regu-
lar earnings.

There are many medical research insti-
tutions in Kiev, including two institutes of
microbiology, institutes of physiology, cli-
nical medicine, infectious diseases, geron-
tology, communal hygiene, labour hygiene
and vocational diseases, etc.

The picturesque suburbs of Kiev—Vor-
zel and Pushcha-Voditsa—arefamousas
climatic resorts. There are about 20 sana-
toriums and rest homes in the city forest
zark af Pushcha-Varlitea

A large number of rest homes, seasonal
country-house villages and pioneer camps
are located on the banks of the Dnieper and
Desna.

All health resort establishments belong
to the trade unions, who distribute accom-
modations in them among the working
people. Most passes to sanatoriums and
rest homes are provided by the trade
unions free charge or at a greatly cut price.
For instance, a month’s stay at the cut
price will cost 30 roubles at a sanatorium
and 14 roubles at a rest home.

Kiev has been justly named the garden
city. Every year from 700,000 to one million
trees and shrubs are planted on its streets,
parks and gardens. At present there are
16.2 square metres of decorative planta
tions far each citizen of Kiev



St. Sophia’s of Kiev—Statearchitecturaland
historical monument museurn.

The Golden Gate — architectural monu-
ment of the XI centurv

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE. The capital of
the Ukraine is expanding and becoming more beauti-
ful from year to year. In 1960 alone Kievites will
receive over 700,000 square metres of living room
space. During the seven-year period apartment houses
will be built with a total space of 5 million square
metres, as a result of which the housing fund of the
city will be almost doubled. Hundreds of cinema
theatres, clubs, libraries, hospitals, polyclinics,
schools, kindergartens and nurseries will be erected
in the centre of the city and on the outskirts. New
underground railway lines, a new high capacity water
main from the Desna, a giant park on Trukhanov Is-
land are to be built. A powerful water power station
will be constructed near the city, and the Kiev sea
will spread out near its dam.

Monument to Bogdan Khmel-
nitskv
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HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
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3RYN BEORSE

POST OFFICE Box 142

KEYPORT, WASHINGTON

september 1, 1962

Lr. Norberg Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39. Massachusetts

SUAVEY OF U, S. POTENTIAL RESOURCES AND FMPLOYMENT

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Monday and Tuesday, October 29 ana 40, I plan to be at
M.I,T. in response to your kind invitation or suggestion
in July, 1961, at UCLA that you would introduce me to
some of your colleagues in regard to the above matter.

[I you ao not plan to be at d.I.T. at that time, would
you £indly acavise me whom to see and also advise those
vhom you propose I see.

Ihe copy of the letter to Dr. Schlesinger shown you or
the article sent you may not be the proper introducgtion
since you and others interpreted them as a limitation of
the liberties we now enjoy. 1 certainly do not have any
sucii intention but rather a vast extension of these
licerties through a survey that seems to be long overdue
of our potential resources and man power inthe light of
mat this man power actually can do, not what obsolete
considerations think our available so-called unemployed
nanpower can do or cannot do. A rough estimate, which the
survey may confirm or disprove, is that these unemployed
along with available and potential resources represent
thirty billion dollars additional gross national output
per year of things and services which we want znd need.

hile parts of such a survey have been done or are planned,
the whole picture nas not been tackled although it could be
determined with more accuracy tnan, for example, the highly
speculative survey conducted by the Rand Corporation for
the Government about what would be left of us after a
nuclear attack.

Most people who have seriously considered this agree with me
that such a survey is overdue and a natural sequence to our
aconomic development during the past decades, Also it may
oe that we are the only country yet in a position to meaning-
fully institute such a survey.

\nticipating your early reply,

nm mr

Jincerelyv. &gt;
{

a



JUIN NAGLE...
360 WORTHINGTON STREET, SPRINGFIELD 3, MASSACHUSETTS . . . TELEPHONE RE 3-8010

September 1, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Mathematics Department,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Doctor Wiener:

At the time I attended the Institute, back in the
early 1920's I knew you (by sight), but I never met you nor attended
any of your classes. As a matter of fact I never got very far off
the ground in mathematics, although I am enormously interested in
the cybernetics, automation, game theory, and the social and philo-
sophical implications of what is being taught today, and read fur-
iously as much as I can understand of the new approaches.

Like many other laymen in business I find that
much of all this came "after my time' and it is hard for most of us
to "change our maps,' and learn to think in new dimensions and by
new methods.

I am sending you a copy of my book, "The General
Semantics of Wall Street” (and along with it, a copy of "Technical
Analysis of Stock Trends'), hoping that you might find it at least
interesting, for all its imperfections and very elementary views,
as the sincere attempt of one layman to interest others in some of

the very basic changes of course implied by today's world; in the
hope that some the others, too, will do some further reading and
thinking along new and exciting lines.

It is undoubtedly presumptuous of me to write you;
but perhaps I am emboldened by a recent letter from Bertrand Russell
in which he says that "The General Semantics of Wall Street! may
help to dispel some of the prejudices people now hold. If you should
care make any comment on my book I would be deeply grateful; and I
would like your permission in such a case to quote you in our brochure,
‘They Say.'" And if you are too busy, or if the book is of no inter-
est to you, I will surely understand.

Cordially and respectfully,

te

in $= 4



September 1, 1962

Professor A, Kolman
c/o Czechoslovak Embassy
NW. Massachusetts Avenue 2310
Jashinerton, De Co

Dear Professor Kolman:

It is with preat regret that 1 answer your letter to Prof. Wiener
at this late date, I do hope that my note reaches you in time before
vou will be leaving apain for Furone.

Professor Wiener, as in 1960, is arain spendinr a year in Burope
with his headquarters in Naples, Italy, but oresently on vacation in
(what I believe to be) Yugoslavia. His last communication from Sweden
had not included a forwarding address, as he did not know where he and
Mrs. Wiener were goine to stay in Yugoslavia, and as a consequence T
have been unable to ret in touch with him.

My belated reply tr ver was cauced |
«lon rx vv heinea]

”o v this country » x

oor

re”

rT” Olle

Teacant one)

I hope vou will

Sincerely vours,

Bua aria Ritter
Secretary to Prof. “Wiener



September 1, 1°C2

vr, Richard H. McFeely
Principal
SEORGE SCHOOL
seorpe School, Bucks County
Dann.

Dear Nr. Moleely:

In Professor “iener's name, I should like to thank you for
inviting him to address the lieadwmasters Association on February 15,
is a matter of fact, however, he will just have returned from a
year's lecturing and travel in Europe to come back to a busy ternm
»f Spring 1863.

n

Inder these circumstances, I am ~~

impossihle for Prof. Wiener te
“&gt; tell you that it will

Sinceredy vours,

Eva-Maria Ritter
“eecretary



. sptember 1, 1062

Mr. James BE, Russell
The Educational Policies Commission
1201 Sixteentn Street, Northwest
ashinctom ¢ °C,

Yaar 7 Magen’

» Professor Viener's name, who is still in Zurone and
v1’4not return unti. Janvary 1963, I should like to thank you
ro gending him MT OENTRAL PURPOSE OF ANVERICST EDUCATION.

—Y, x

id
"

+s hig return and =m girs 1111 fina
ae a

Pa
-

Srrau,

‘a- aria Ritter
A my gh® oma



THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO

BUFFALO 14, NEW YORK

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEPARTMENT OF BIOPHYSICS September 5, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Universita Di Napoli
Istituto Di Fisica Terorica
Mostra d'Oltremare, Pad. 19
Napoli, Italy

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for your reply. I am sorry, indeed, that
you feel that you cannot participate. I hope that in the future
the occasion will arise that we will be fortunate enought to
hear from you.

Very truly yours,

Lor} ”

cel ow Kpks
Fred M. Snell, Chairman
Program Committee
Biophysical Society

FMS :sm.
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BRYN BEORSE

POST OFFICE Box 142

KEYPORT, WASHINGTON

september 10, 13562

Dr. Norberg Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

SURVEY OF POTENTIAL RESOURCES AND EMPLOYMENT

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The composites of the survey we talked about at UCLA in
1961 and which I wrote about again September 1 could be
hus summarized:®

1) Potentialities of our technical resources. Some have
contemplated U.S. patent applications as one source for
such a survey. This is hardly representative and besides,
the time from application to patent awarding particularly
needs protection. Inventors and industrialists would not
agree to such disclosure. But through the technical litera-
ture, government and business reports etc., experienced
engineers can find material for such a study. In such areas
as sea water conversion and air pollution where I have recent
experience, some of the most promising approaches are not
tackled for lack or money and manpower and often by mere
accident. Nuclear power for space craft is awaiting man-
power and research;so are community improvements in a
variety of fields, new transportation concepts (already
studied at many universities), chlorella and other promis-
ing food sources, basic studies of light. laser and maser
studies. etc.

2) Consumer desires as geared to above and backed up with
roper information.

5) Survey of capabilities of unemployed and underemployed.
This does not mean chiefly wnat these persons have been do-
ing so far. My experience with people ranking from top
scientiststounskilledand,for years, unemployed workers
in the United States ana a great many other countries taught
ne that after brief periods oi cooperation anybody can be
useful in practically any kind of work including high pre-
»ision scientific research.

4) Survey of willingness of unemployed and underemployed to
change both occupation and residence providing income and
noving remuneration be sufficient for decent living. Changes
are inevitable and one woula be surprised to find how many
oeople are perfectly willing to forget what they have been



Lr. Norberg Wiener, Mass. I.T. Page £ 9/10/62

joing end change to something entirely different.

5) This has been called the jig-saw puzzle anda is the most
Gifficult. On the basis of previous points, a priority list
bi research anc production projects is set up in sufficient
total number to zbsorb all unemployed. The initiation of
the project will be stretched over a snorter or longer perioa
sdapted to financial consideration and the political climate.
The character of this point is certzinly not emergency works
out rather the beginning of the streamlining ol the entire
research and production field. Most of the detailed planning
yvoulc¢ be done by industry. The governments ana universities
roulC furnish the liaison and sometimes the mathematical equip-
nent although private firms may have the edge on computer design.
[If we had had such &amp; procedure in readiness in tne early rifties
vaen certain American aircrait companies proposed intercontinen-
sal ballistic missiles there is a gooa chance the government
vould not have ignored the proposal, as it did.

3) FINANCES: This is not the most difficult question but
certainly the most controversial. The proposal to President
iisenhower by Alan Sproul, retired Presicent of the New York
Federal Feserve Bank, to name &amp; public commission for a study
&gt;f this problem in 1958 -- was a substantial contribution to
a solution. Sproul's plan was sice-tracked into a private
survey by the Committee for Economic Development in New York
and Washington, D.C. Alan Sproul,elected for the commission
af this committee, resigned, finding it unprofessional. Mean-
while the Commission compiled an interesting report waile Alan
Sproul later became chairmen of &amp;a goveriment commission uncer
President Kennedy working on this sna similar problems. Lr.
John Pnillip Wernette of Ann Arbor, rormerly economic professor
of Harvard, with wiom I corresponded since 1947, has nls own
very clear thoughts in these matters, highlighted in his books
from 1940 on. ur.A. deV. Leigh, Sscretery-General, (Retired) oi
the London Chamber of Commerce, for thirty-five years, wrote
znd talked about financing the expansion of a natioal's proauc-
sion snd trade to embrace all available manpower and/or
resources to produce wnat was needed ana wanted. This topic
has been a burning one among U. S. scholars anc politicians
since Benjamin Franklin ciscussed it with Jacques Turgot.
fMnance Minister to Louis AVI.

[ shall be grateful for an opportunity te talk with any group
of your faculty members who would be interested in one or all
Sf the above points.

3e

Sincerely yours,
AS

Bryn Beorse



CHARLES BLOOMSTEIN 29 CHAUNCY STREET CAMBRIDGE38,MASS
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Yi John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc. NEW YORK LONDC

440 PARK AVENUE SOUTH

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

MURRAY HILL 9-7630

MARKETING DIVISION

A. H. NEILLY, JR.
VICE-PRESIDENT

September 11, 1962

To Wiley Authors:

Wiley has just announced a new marketing plan to provide
for more comprehensive distribution of our books in domestic, tech-
nical and trade bookstores. The Wiley Agency Plan, which was put
into effect on June 1, 1962, involves a basic discount to the book-
seller on all books and on textbook adoptions, as before, but it
enables a trade bookseller or college bookstore to become a Wiley
"agency" with an increased discount on all sales except text adop-
tions.

The new plan has been received enthusiastically by book-
sellers all over the United States and Canada. The number of stores

stocking and selling Wiley books has been increased by almost fifty
per cent, with new agencies coming in every day. Because of the
wide acceptance of the plan we anticipate increased sales volume
for your book and increased income both for your publisher and
vourself

The Wiley Agency Plan has replaced the two-edition system
that we established in 1955. This system was very successful in
encouraging the distribution of our books in domestic technical
and trade bookstores, but for some time it has been evident that
the two-edition plan was difficult for the bookseller and customer,
and costly to Wiley, calling for separate bindings, jackets, and
inventory maintenance. We are confident that our new plan will
enable us to eliminate these difficulties at the same time that it

increases our general marketing effectiveness.

All Wiley books, therefore, are now available in single
editions (except for a few in both hardback and paper). Clause 8
of those Wiley contracts covering royalties under the two-edition
plan is no longer applicable.

In combining the two editions, the price established was
computed on the basis of a sales analysis by outlet. Wherever
textbook sales predominated, the lower or textbook price was adopted,
In some cases it was necessary to compromise between the two prices
where the sales pattern indicated a substantial interest by the
professional market. Finally, where the professional sale was most
Important, the higher of the two previous prices was assigned to



John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc.

the single edition. In no case do we think the price differentials
are significant, nor will they be detrimental to sales.

We can assure our authors the widest possible domestic and
worldwide distribution and will continue to improve our marketing
facilities as new techniques are developed. We hope that you are
as pleased with these prospects as we are.

Sincerel oursoo yy ’

le LTS}
Andrew H. Neilly, Jr.
Vice President

|,



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO MEDICAL CENTER

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY September 14, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Interdisciplinary Program faculty is very pleased you have accepted
our offer to appear as speaker and teacher in May, 1963, Two of us, Drs. Cress
and De Groot, have elected to edit a book inspired by the Biological Basis of
Memory theme, Naturally we wish to include your lecture in the compilation.

The University of California Press has asked to publish this volume but
we are still considering alternative publishers. We are going to ask all the
participants in this 1962-63 program for manuscripts, It may well be neces-
sary to request additional papers from other scientists for purposes of con-
tinuity. We have discovered a great deal of interest in scientific and publishing
circles concerning the Memory theme.

We entreat you to contribute a manuscript based on your lecture. It need
not be a hard and fast copy of the lecture and undoubtedly you will want to make
certain additions or changes after you have been here, If you agree to contri-
bute, please send an original and a carbon as soon after the lecture as you can.
We are enclosing the names of the other participants in case you may not have
this information, Please contact us for further clarification about the pro-

posed book.

Again may we say, we are delighted to have you come to the Campus and hope
your visit will be a pleasant one.

Sincerely yours,

Charles He. Cress, M. D.
Department of Psychiatry

rr

Jack De Groot, M. D.
Department of Anatomy

CHC:cp
snclosure (1)



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO MEDICAL CENTER

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM 1962-63

BIOLOGICAL BASIS OF MEMORY

Early experience

A, Genetic factors ~ Dr. John Fuller, September 24-25-26, 1962

2. Imprinting - Ir. Eckhard Hess - October 29-30-31, 1962

Ce Farly Training

[T Tater eynericonces

A, Conditioning studies - Ir, Roy John, January 7-7-0, 1963

3. Paychosnalytic studies - February, 1963

Line Mechanisms of Action

\, Behavioral - Dr. Hans Teuber, March 11-12-13, 1963

3. Neuro-piyslclogical - Dr. Herbert Jasper, April 1-2-3, 1963

se Blochemical - Lr. Alexander Geiger, April &lt;9-30 May 1. 1963

Information transfer and storage — Dr. Norbert Weiner, May 20-21-22, 1963



September 19, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2 - 276
M. I. mM,

Dear Professor Wiener:

From
Today we received a collect call

Mr. Herman Hunt
Warwick, R. I.,
tel. REgent 7 - 224k

who wanted to talk with you at yomr earliest
possible convenience. Would you please
get in touch with him?

Sincerely,

A
Mrs. a. du. Loeb,

Secretary to Dr. W. 8. McCulloch
Room 26-027, M. I. ®.
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Cambridge, lass.
Ü &gt; A

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor

Wit großem Interesse hebe ich die deut jhe LlLersetzung lores

Buches "iathematik - mein leben" gelsen. Unter anderem ent-

nehme ich daraus, dal Sie verschiedentlich mit Professor

ax Born zusammengetrofien sind und mit ihm zusammen ge-

arbeitet hakbken. Wie Lie sicher wissen, wird Professor ax

Dorn im Dezember dieses Jahres 80 Jahre alt. Aus diesen An-

laß möchten wir serne in den "Fhysikalischen Verhandlunsen

YDPG" einen Geburtstagsartikel veröffentlichen. Wir würden

ng sehr freuen, wenn Sie uns einen Beitrag zur Verfügung

stellen könnten. Gedacht ist dakei an vergönliche Erinrerun-

zen oder an eine ‘virdigung der wissenschaftliclhien leistungen.

Mir eine baldige Antwort wären wir Ihnen schr dankter, da

Nir denn unsere entenrechencden Disvositicnen treffen können.

“reunclich:n Grüssen

a TLRT AT Gr BH

li :; vetrennter lost geht Ihnen zu Ihrer ° formation Heft

der "Phvsikalischen Verhenclunegen VDEG" zu.

A
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tsi Harper &amp; Row, Publishers
49 East 33rd Street,

New York 16, New York

September 20, 1962

Dr. Norbert Weiner
School sf Advanced Study
MIT
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Dr. Weiner:

At the request of the author, D. 5. Halacy, Jr.,
we are sending you an advance copy of his new
book. COMPUTERS: The Machines We Think With.

We believe yon will find this an unusually competent
treatment of the subject.

The book will be published on October 24.

-

Nv
-*ce

he

. ww. Jones

Gd :bf

CABLE ADDRESS * HARPSAM FET EPHONE * MURRAY HILL 23-1900









Kyoto Sept.21st, 1962

ANNOUNCEMENT

Gentlemen:

We hereby announce that our company’s name was changed,

at the recent meeting of Board of Directors, as follows;

Old Name: TATEISI ELECTRIC MACHINE CO., LTD.

New Name: TATEISI ELECTRONICS CO.

The company's name in Japanese, however, remains un-

changed.

Yours truly

KTate
president

TATEISI ELECTRONICS CO.

JAPAN

[RADE MARK



Cracow, 24 september 1962 year.

CYBERNETTIC EOMMITTETE

/Prof.prof.N.Wiener,J.Bigelow,A.Rosenblueth,W.McGulloch,C.Shannon/
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

3m

Harvard University

UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA /U.S.A./

Kindlybeg to send me new publications on cybernetics

at the address Cracow Metaloweéw-street 2/2.

I should be very grateful ‘and would send You in ex-

change an illustrated book on ‘Polish Painting’.

Yours truly

Iipl.enginee? WILLIAM WIBROWSKI

A

‘racow, Metalowedw-street 2/2
POLAND
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September 27, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department ~7 Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridee 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

[his is an invitation to you to provide a few comments on a very important
subject in an upcoming issue of this magazine.

Je are asking you, among other authorities on electronic data processing,
to give us your thoughts == in just a few hundred words == on the impact of
computers on middle management in business and industry within the next few
Years.

[his subject is of particular interest to our readers, This magazine, which
is the official publication of the National Association of Credit Management
is read by nearly 37,000 credit and financial executives across the nation.
Most are in top management. Among their responsibilities is the extension
&gt;f commercial credit (from one company to another),

Your brief statement might touch on such topics as displacement as the re-
sult of computers, the change in the functions and responsibilities of mid-
ile management, and so on,

ve'd appreciate recriving a photograph of you to accompany your statement,

Je'll be looking forward to hearinz from vou at vour earliest convenience,

Bes «he

Pa

-——p

Thomas © Kenny
Editor

[FK: JEL
Enclosure |
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